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Background
Theme 14: “Fisheries” is a new theme in the WCA 2020 Programme.

 It comprises capture fisheries conducted at household level. It does not refer 

to large-scale commercial fisheries enterprises.

 According to the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) 

Rev.4 the agricultural (groups 011-015) and fisheries (group 031) activities 

are different economic activities. As a result, household capture fisheries 

activities remain outside the scope of the census of agriculture. However, the 

theme is of interest to many countries.

 The collection of data about household fisheries activities can be faced from 

two different angles - fishers belonging to:

1. households that also have agricultural holdings;

2. other households as well, - when conducting a wider agricultural census.
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Importance of the theme

 Fish and other aquatic organisms are an important source of proteins and 

other nutrients contributing to improvement of nutritional status of 

under-nourished population.

 Fisheries contribute to cash income, employment and export earnings in 

many countries and, in many cases, is an important part of households’ 

activity.

 In many cases, members of households in agricultural holdings are 

engaged in marine or freshwater  capture fishing activities, both in :

the household’s own-account capture fisheries and/or 

on an employment basis in other economic units.
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Fisheries in the framework of the 

census of agriculture

Two main situations need to be analyzed:

1. Fishers belonging to households with agricultural holdings;

2. Fishers belonging also to other households, in the framework of a wider 

agricultural census.

• In the first case, the census fisheries items are applied to holder’s

household members engaged in either marine or freshwater capture

fishing activities.

• In the second case, in a wider agricultural census, the census fisheries

items are applied to both agricultural and non-agricultural production

households.
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Items

Theme 14 comprises 7 items:

• 1401 Engagement of household members in fishing activity

• 1402 Number of household members engaged in fishing activity  by sex

• 1403 Number of fishers by sex employed by the household

• 1404 Access arrangements for fishing

• 1405 Main purpose  of household fishing activity

• 1406 Type of fishing vessel used by source

• 1407 Type of fishing gear used
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Item 1401: Engagement of household 

members in fishing activity

Type: Frame item

Reference period: Census reference year

Concept: The item  refers  to  households in which  any  member is engaged in 

either marine or freshwater capture fishing  activities,  regardless of the  amount of 

time  engaged, in:

 the household and/or 

 in other economic units. 

Engagement in household fishing relates to own-account fishing activity of the 

holder’s household.

Engagement “in other economic  units”  refers to member(s) of the household 

engaged in capture fishing activity outside of the household.
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Item 1401: Engagement of household 

members in fishing activity (contd.)
Notes:

• The item does not cover households with members engaged only in the 

processing  of products from fisheries or only in trading of products from 

fishing. 

• Fishing activity includes “the hunting, collecting  and  gathering activities 

directed at removing or collecting  live wild aquatic organisms (predominantly 

fish, molluscs and  crustaceans) including  plants  from  the  oceanic, coastal  

or inland  waters for human consumption and  other purposes by hand  or more  

usually by various types  of  fishing  gear  such  as nets,  lines  and  stationary 

traps”.

• Unlike in aquaculture (group  032 of ISIC Rev.4), the  aquatic resource being  

captured is usually common property resource irrespective of whether the 

harvest from this resource is undertaken with or without exploitation rights.
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Item 1402: Number of household members 

engaged in fishing activity  by sex

Type: Additional item

Reference period: Census reference year

Concept: The purpose of this item  is to  obtain information regarding the  number of 

household members engaged in: 

a) household fishing activity – i.e. for the household’s own-account capture fisheries; and/or 

b) capture fishing  activity outside of the  household – i.e. in other households, fishing  

enterprises or other economic  units.

Notes: 

•If a household member has been engaged in capture fishing activity both in the  household 

and in another economic  unit,  he/she  should  be counted only once and  assigned to the  

activity/unit in which he/ she has spent  the most time during the reference year.

•Data regarding gender are important to capture accurate information on the  activities of 

women in fishing.
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Item 1402: Number of household 

members engaged in fishing activity  by 

sex (contd.)

Ways to collect the information: Countries may wish to quantify the 

volume of work in the  household’s fishing activity. The measurement 

of working  time could  be  based  on:

 the  assessment of  hours  or  days  engaged in the  holding’s  

fishing  activity, or 

 broad categories such as full-year/part-year or full-time/part-

time. 
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Item 1403: Number of fishers by 

sex employed by the household

Type: Additional item

Reference period: Census reference year

Concept: This item refers to paid workers engaged in fishing

activities of the fishing households (not household members). This

includes regular employees, as well as seasonal, short-term and

casual workers.
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Item 1404: Access arrangements for 

fishing

Type: Additional item

Reference period: Census reference year

Concept: This item refers to access arrangements for individuals to utilize 

aquatic resources for the purpose of fishing. These include formal (such as 

licences) and informal tenure given to either individuals or communities. 

Tenure  systems are used to regulate access to natural resources  such as fish 

stocks and can be informal or established formally through legislation or 

through community customs.

Arrangements:

• Access arrangement for marine fishing

• Access arrangement for freshwater fishing

• No access arrangement required for marine fishing

• No access arrangement required for freshwater fishing
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Item 1405: Main purpose  of household 

fishing activity

Type: Additional item

Reference period: Census reference year

Aim of this item: to  get  a broader indicator of the  extent of 

participation in the  market economy. In cases where the  household 

fishing is for more  than one purpose, the  main purpose should  be 

the one which represents the larger  value of products from fishing.

Main purposes:

• Producing mainly for own consumption

• Producing mainly for sale
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Item 1406: Type of fishing vessel used by 

source
Type: Additional item

Reference period: Census reference year

Types of vessels:

a) Motorized vessels (vessels using motors, either inboard or outboard, 

for propulsion):

i. owned solely by household members

ii.owned by the household jointly with other households

iii.lent from others (with or without payment)

b) Non-motorized vessels:

i. owned solely by household members

ii.owned by the household jointly with other households

iii.lent from others (with or without payment)

c) No vessel used (e.g. fishing from the shore or on the shore)
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Item 1407: Type of fishing gear used

Type: Additional item

Reference period: Census reference year

Types of fishing gear according to the International Standard Statistical 

Classification of Fishing Gears*:

• Surrounding nets • Gillnets and entangling nets

• Seine nets • Traps

• Trawls • Hooks and lines

• Dredges • Grappling and wounding

• Lift nets • Harvesting machines

• Falling gear • Miscellaneous gear (including gathering by hand with simple 

hand implements)

15*Definition and classification of fishing gear categories, FAO Fisheries technical Paper #222, Rev. 1, 1990.



Item 1407: Type of fishing gear used 

(contd.)
A surrounding net A seine net being lifted Trawls

Dredges Lift nets Falling gear
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Item 1407: Type of fishing gear used 

(contd.)
Gillnets & entangling nets Traps Hooks and lines

Grappling and wounding Harvesting machines 
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Country experiences

Philippines: 2012 Census of Agriculture and Fisheries (CAF)
The census covered both the households and establishments (from non-household sector) 

engaged in the agricultural and fishing activities.

Section C “Characteristics  of household’s members” of the census household’s 

questionnaire comprised the following questions:

C14: Was ____ engaged in fishing activity:

1. in own fishing operation?

2. other’s fishing activity? 

3. both in own and other’s fishing 

activity? 

4. not engaged?

C15: Did ___ operate a fishing activity such as 

catching/gathering fish, crabs, shrimps, mussels 

and other aquatic plants/ animals, or was a hired 

manager of a fishing activity? 

1. yes

2. no

C16: Was ___ operating this fishing activity:

1. on his/her own account?

2. as a hired manager of another household’s fishing operation?

3. as a hired manager of a fishing establishment?

Question C 14 was to be asked for all household members aged 10 years and over, while  C 15 and 

C16 – for those aged 15 years and over.



Country experiences (contd.)
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The Core Questionnaire for Fisheries (no. 5B) in the Philippines 2012 CAF included the 

following questions (the reference period for flow items was calendar year 2012):

E1: Where did _____ perform the fishing operation: 

1.in marine waters? 

2.in inland waters? 

E2: How many fishing boat(s)/vessel(s) did _____ use in the operation (including raft)? 

E3: What type of boat/vessel did _____ use? 

1.Boat with engine and outrigger

2.Boat with engine but without outrigger

3.Boat without engine but with outrigger

4.Boat without engine and outrigger 

5.Raft

E4: What was the estimated gross tonnage of the boat/vessel used in the fishing operation?

1.More than 3 Gross Tons

2.Less than3 Gross Tons

E5: Does _____ own this boat/vessel? 

1.Owned

2.Not owned

E6: Did _____ use fishing gears/ accessories/devices in the fishing operation? 

E7: What kind of gears/accessories/ devices did _____ use? 

E8: How many ( as of 31.12.2015) ? 
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B1. Type of water environment where fishing operation is performed most of the time :

1.Marine Waters 

2.Inland Waters (Fresh and Brackish Water)

B2. Total number of fishing boats/vessels used in the operation 

B3. Type, gross tonnage and ownership of fishing boats/vessels used. The number of boats/vessels used in 

fishing by:

§Type of boat/vessel:

1.Boat with engine and outrigger

1.Boat with engine but without outrigger

1.Boat without engine but with outrigger

1.Boat without engine and outrigger 

§Type of ownership:

1.Owned

1.Not owned

§Gross Tonnage of the Fishing Boat/Vessel gross tonnage:

1.More than 3 Gross Tons

1.Less than3 Gross Tons

B4. Kind and number of fishing gears/accessories/devices used in the operation ( as of 31.12.2012) 

The Philippines 2012 CAF Form  27 for establishments included the following questions (the 

reference period for flow items was calendar year 2012):

Country experiences (contd.)
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